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Pour la premiere fois il poussa son grand rire de pere, se tint les cotes et qu' est-ce 
que vous etes betes: vous avez laisse les choses de la patrie dans l' etat honteux oii 
les "Flamants" les ont laissees, vous avez laisse les choses de la nation comme si le 
pouvoir pfile etait encore la, quelle honte maman et qu'est-ce que vous etes tous 
cons! ( ... ) Il s' arretait pour manger et boire comme mange et boit mon peuple, il 
dansa les vraies danses de mon peuple, pas comme vos conards qui faisaient tout 
venir du pays de mon collegue, moi je suis d'ici et je resterai d'ici, je mangerai ce 
qu'on mange ici, je boirai ce qu'on boit ici. 
-Sony Labou Tansi, L'Etat honteux 
... we are wedged uncomfortably between the values of our traditional culture and 
those of the West. The process of change we are going through has created a dual-
ism of life which we experience at the moment less as a mode of challenging 
complexity than as one of confused disparateness. The ideas of cultural nationalism 
cannot help us out of this agonizing situation, cannot help us to resolve the prob-
lems posed by our alienation. 
-Abiola Irele, "In Praise of Alienation" 
Sony Labou Tansi, the Congolese novelist, poet, and playwright, has told the story 
of how the editors at Seuil returned the first manuscript he submitted with suggestions for 
revision. Sony admits, in retrospect, to sharing the editors' assessment of his need to culti-
vate a more sophisticated literary style and to rework manuscripts with this in mind. 1 
Sony's dealings with this Parisian publisher in the 1970s have become part of a wider 
debate on the writer's controversial relationship to the French cultural establishment. There 
have been specific allegations that Sony allowed his later novels to be significantly revised 
by his editors at Seuil, to which the author responded elusively. 2 The Parisian editors' 
1 Sony states: "Comme je l'ai dit tout a l'heure, j'ai ecrit un premier livre qui s'appelait Le premier 
pas. Les Editions du Seuil m'ont repondu-j'ai la reponse, j'ai le roman d'ailleurs que je retravaillerai un 
jour quandj'aurai le temps-ils m'ont repondu qu'il y avail le souffle mais qu'au fond ii n'y avail pas le 
travail d'ecrivain qui consiste a faire un travail particulier sur la langue, sur le langage, sur la sensibilite, sur 
l'esthetique. Aujourd'hui, quandje relis ce roman, je suis d'accord avec eux mais avec ce point de voe qu'un 
metier, 9a s'apprend, 9a s'exerce." L'Autre monde, ed. Nicolas Martin-Granel (Paris: La Revue noire, 1997), 
148. 
2 See Mukala Kadima-Nzuji, "L'Ecrivain Africain et !'institution litteraire: Entretien avec l'ecrivain 
congolais Sony Labou Tansi," Etudes litteraires 24, 2 (Autumn 1991), 115-18. Jean-Michel Devesa has 
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gesture links the semiotic to material conditions: "Your rootsy style will not sell, revise and 
then we'll talk." Perhaps the editors at Seuil were right, at least in terms of the bottom line, 
but what is at issue here is the effects of these constraints, or conditions of possibility, 
which determine whether Francophone writers have their works widely distributed to read-
ers of French. The publication of Sony's first novel La Vie et demie (1979) by Seuil a few 
years later was an evenement litteraire and thus the doors to the Parisian intelligentsia were 
opened. He published six novels with Seuil and earned an international reputation with 
Rocado Zulu Theatre, which was promoted by the Francophone festival in Limoges. In an 
article about the Rocado Zulu Theatre in Alternatives theatrales, Caya Makhele makes the 
general observation that outside the Congo, Sony became the voice of the continent and of 
a country while at home he was the enemy number one of la betise, which meant the 
pouvoir en place.3 
In my view, Sony felt obliged to make a calculation: either he would accommodate 
the laws of the system capable of widely distributing his novels and have his voice heard, 
or he would not compromise, and his expression would be limited to a more restricted and 
faruiliar sphere of producers and interlocutors. It should be noted that Sony also wrote 
poetry in his native Kikongo, was involved in popular theater at home with Rocado Zulu 
Theatre, and became directly involved in local politics after 1989. So the novel was the 
means of expression he preferred to use in communicating with the outside world but even 
so, his vigorous criticism of political injustice in this European genre, implicating both 
contemporary African states and their Western sponsors, was not neutralized.4 On the 
contrary, Sony developed a contemporary idiom fusing his Kongo traditions with a 
modernist aesthetic that appealed to an international audience through which he expressed 
his uncompromising outrage and condemnation of the present neocolonial situation. 
Whether or not one is willing to accept this as a positive outcome of the author's 
pragmatic approach, the cultural transaction with Seuil has historical implications. While 
researched and written about Sony Labou Tansi's relationship with the editors at Seuil. In short, if we 
combine what the author has said with Devesa's account, it appears that the editors at Seuil were charmed 
enough by the originality of Sony's prose that they provided significant editorial "assistance." If Sony also 
entrusted his page proofs to Guy Menga for proofreading, it seems that Sony was not particularly interested 
in the editorial process involved in publishing. See Jean-Michel Devesa, Sony Labou Tansi: Ecrivain de la 
honte et des rives magiques du Kongo (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1996), 228-44. Although Devesa's efforts in 
putting together the various pieces of this editorial puzzle provide a starting point, his conclusions are at 
best provisional. In any case, the fact of Sony's literary talent and commitment to writing-whether poetry, 
plays, or novels-is, in my view, beyond question. By this comment, I do not mean to dismiss the 
importance of archival research in relation to this complex writer's career, which seems to me of critical 
importance. 
3 Caya Makhele, "La Vie a bras le corps," Alternatives theatrales 48 (1995), 39. 
4 Sony Labou Tansi makes a distinction between his novels, which he recognizes as a European genre 
and a means of international communication, and the theater, which was culturally embedded in local 
traditions, at least initially. The theater's connection to popular beliefs and values made Sony's theater 
group an effective instrument for local purposes. For more discussion, see Pius Ngandu Nkasharna, ''La 
memoire du temps ... le temps de Ia memoire: Dans le theatre de Sony Labou Tansi," Notre librairie 24, 2 
(1990), 115-18; Makhele, "La Vie a bras le corps." 
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some critics have questioned Sony's accommodation of the Francophone establishment, the 
political ideas in both his published and unpublished writings demonstrate a principled 
resistance to pressures to adopt certain European habits of mind, even though he was will-
ing to cultivate an aesthetic that would allow him to communicate with a foreign reader-
ship.5 His narratives are strategically multilayered: they offer burlesque satire at the text's 
surface, for the uninitiated, and a passionate lament of injustice and persecution grounded 
in his Kongo worldview in terms that are culturally embedded and surreptitious in nature. 
Writing novels in French published by Seuil was not the only path available to him (his 
other activities attest to this), but it opened doors and Sony understood that; his novels are, 
therefore, denunciations and symptoms of the situation of injustice he inherited. 
Sony's experience with Seuil illustrates how relations with the West and its cultural 
establishments are not always born of elective affinities but have been dictated at times by 
questions of survival for Francophone African writers interested in international audiences. 
Sony Labou Tansi no doubt felt "wedged uncomfortably between the values of [his] tradi-
tional culture and those of the West" to borrow Irele's phrase. Sony approached his 
relationship to Western institutions with an attitude of strategic subversion that resisted 
invitations to perform his authenticity: 
Un noir de talent a pousse l' audace a uriner des trues comme celui-ci: "My home is 
my calebash." Je ne sais plus qui c'etait. En tous cas, j'ai fait des efforts pour 
oublier son nom. Et mes efforts sont aujourd'hui recompenses. Si nous voulons 
vivre, ii ne faut pas compter sur une culture de calebasse. Nous devons creer une 
culture de choc. Une culture de riposte. Nous devons aider !'occident a crever, 
pendant qu'il nous aide a nous appauvrir. Je dis occident, que ce soit !'occident de 
Lenine ou celui d'Uncle Sam. Paree que la position veneneuse d'aujourd'hui 
s' appelle Occident. 6 
An interconnected system of relations has produced institutional constraints-cultural, 
political, and economic in nature-that are embedded in the legacy of colonial history. They 
have shaped and continue to shape the ways in which contemporary African writers have 
come to terms with their postcolonial condition and its implications. Although Sony devel-
oped an increasingly antagonistic relationship with France and other Western countries as 
he witnessed the consolidation of the present neocolonial order, his literary writings 
demonstrate one of the richest and most complex engagements with the double-bind that 
defines postcolonial culture. 7 It is within this discursive context that Francophone African 
5 Sources of some of Sony's writings that were not published during his lifetime include: L'Autre 
monde, ed. Martin-Granel; Jean-Michel Devesa, Sony Labou Tansi: Ecrivain de la honte et des rives 
magiques du Kongo (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1996); Phyllis Clark, "Passionate Engagements: A Reading of 
Sony Labout Tansi's Private Ancestral Shrine," Research in African Literatures (forthcoming). 
6 Sony Labou Tansi, "Preface a la planete des signes," Autre monde, 36. 
7 The term "postcolonial" has become something of an empty signifier if we take into account all the 
ideas that have been associated with this phrase in the last ten years. Stephen Siemon comments on this 
problem in his introduction of a special issue on postcolonialism: Ariel 22, 2 (1991). After a sustained 
discussion of this problem regarding terminology in the field of postcolonial studies, Bart Moore-Gilbert 
offers the following useful comment on the relation between postcolonial criticism and the present 
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writers have taken on the central problems facing their generation, related particularly to the 
unproductive attachment to traditions that was characteristic of African cultural nationalism, 
and to the search for a discourse of social renewal and ideological reorganization. Sony 
makes latent feelings of cultural ambivalence "sauter aux yeux" in his novels by bringing 
the two disparate worlds of tradition and modernity together with a contemporary literary 
aesthetic designed to create "une culture de choc [, u]ne culture de riposte." Anthony 
Appiah reminds us that ideologies, like cultures, only exist antagonistically and that domi-
nation and resistance are a large part of what they are for. 8 The terms of experimentation in 
Sony Labou Tansi' s novels stage the conflictual nature of postcolonial identity and culture 
with subversive laughter in a gesture towards what Sony might call a culture of the human. 
With the rise of dictatorships after independence, the anticolonial nationalism that 
had been an organizing principle of African intellectual life no longer offered the same 
strategic value it once did. The illusion held out by cultural nationalism that anticolonialism 
and collective redefinition were the same thing, or that one would follow from the other, 
slowly fell apart in the years after the independence ceremonies. Once the unifying forces 
of anticolonial protest gave way to the sterile nativism preached by oppressive dictators, a 
second generation of politically engaged novelists emerged to express their dissent. With 
the abuse of cultural nationalism's discourse of authenticity by the variety of dictators 
exemplified by Mobutu Sese Seko (the model for Martillimi Lopez in Sony Labou Tansi's 
novel L'Etat honteux and a subject of Irele's criticism in "In Praise of Alienation" cited 
above), the strategic opposition structuring anticolonial protest was hijacked by nativist 
ideologies that soon became a source of social division and cultural alienation. As Appiah 
has argued, the nativists' pose of repudiation and the rhetoric of defiance, as well as the 
nostalgia for a noble, primitive past, are entrapped within the Western cultural conjuncture 
they seek to contest. 9 Sony understood this impasse and thus made the contradictions 
implicit in nativism the target of his subversive laughter. More generally, the way in which 
his generation of novelists have called into question the principles of realism as a literary 
aesthetic with formal experimentation parallels their challenge to nationalism and the ideo-
logical coherence it offered as a discourse of liberation. From the beginning, this essential 
link between rethinking realism and the interrogation of nationalism, present in Kateb 
neocolonial era: "In my view, postcolonial criticism can still be seen as a more or Jess distinct set of 
reading practices, if it is understood as preoccupied principally with analysis of cultural forms which 
meditate, challenge or reflect upon the relations of domination and subordination-economic, cultural and 
political-between (and often within) nations, races or cultures, which characteristically have their roots in 
the history of modern European colonialism and imperialism and which, continue to be apparent in the 
present era of neo-colonialism." Bart Moore-Gilbert, Postcolonial Theory: Contexts, Practices, Politics 
(London: Verso, 1997), 12. In addition to this general definition, cultural critics have also offered more 
region-specific commentaries on the postcolonial condition. For Francophone Africa, see, for example, 
Achille Mbembe, "The Banality of Power and the Aesthetics of Vulgarity in the Postcolony," Public 
Culture 4, 2 (Spring 1992), 1-31. 
8 Paraphrase of the concluding remarks: Kwarne Anthony Appiah, "Topologies of Nativism," In My 
Father's House (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 72. 
9 Ibid., 59. 
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Yacine's novel Nedjma (1956), which is one of the earliest works in this idiom and a 
precursor of the trend, has defined the genre. 
After Fanon's Les Damnes de la terre (1961), turning away from nationalism 
implied a reconsideration of the realist aesthetic associated with a "national" literature 
whose discursive functions had been described as those of synthesis, unification, and 
reconstitution. IO African experimental novels in French, particularly those written from a 
position of political dissidence, express a robust skepticism of the official narratives of 
national unity and cultural purity. Although imagining the nation as a community is a 
significant literary topos, it does not generate the models of harmony announced in theory 
at the time of decolonization.11 It was not until a new enemy surfaced on the horizon in the 
form of repressive one-party systems that the next form of literary protest surfaced in Fran-
cophone Africa. This fact of literary history confirms a thesis Richard Bjornson made in 
relation to African literature, which holds that a sense of alienation is the primary impetus 
of artistic innovation. 12 The third generation of politically engaged writers turned to 
experimental novels during the 1960s to express their dissent and called into question 
existing notions of culture, literature, and nation. 
The specificity of Sony's response to the form of postcolonial alienation both he 
and Abiola Irele have described, and how successful this Congolese novelist was in that 
endeavor, will be examined in more detail in a future publication. In the present context, I 
would like to consider Sony Labou Tansi as an exemplary figure in relation to other novel-
ists of his generation and the literary shift to which they collectively contributed. Most criti-
cal commentaries of novels by writers from this generation begin with one reference or 
another to the shift I am proposing here. In fact, introductions to essays on these experi-
mental novels appear redundant when considered together but since everyone has their own 
point of reference, I will map out the terrain. In an article on Henri Lopes' Le Pleurer-rire 
(1982) and Sony Labou Tansi's La Vie et demie, Anny Wynchank opens with a reference 
to a statement made by L. S. Senghor at the Congress organized by the African Society of 
Culture in Rome in 1959 announcing political engagement as the mot d'ordre and remarks 
the ralentissement after 1960 followed by the reprise in 1968. 13 Christiane Ndiaye, in an 
article comparing Kourouma and Sony Labou Tansi, cites La Vie et demie as the publica-
tion consolidating the trend towards narrative innovation but also mentions Pius Ngandu 
IO For more discussion of the relationship between nationalism and realism, see Frantz Fanon, Les 
Damnes de la terre (Paris: Gallimard, 1991), 267 et seq. 
11 Benedict Anderson's work on nations as imagined communities provides a productive vocabulary 
for discussing questions of identity, language and culture in relation to the history of European imperialism 
and the Third World nationalisms to which it gave rise. See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities 
(London: Verso, 1991). 
12 See Richard Bjornson, "Alienation and Disalienation: Themes of Yesterday, Promises of 
Tomorrow," Surreptitious Speech, 147-56. 
13 Anny Wynchank, "Reponse de Sony Labou Tansi aux dictatures: une satire menippee," Presence 
Francophone 45 (1994), 133-35. Founded in 1956, the Societe de Culture Africaine consisted of a group of 
intellectuals, writers, and politicians that served as a committee to organize and oversee the operation of 
activities involved with the Presence Africaine group. 
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Nkashama's reference to Kourouma's Les Soleils des independances (1968) as a land-
mark novel. 14 Emmanuel Y ewah puts Sony in the company of Monenembo, Sassine, 
Fantoure, and Doumbi-Fakoli, and refers to Sewanou Dabla's phrase "nouveau roman afri-
cain" to establish a literary historical context.15 In studies of the African novel in general, 
novels in this experimental idiom tend to be discussed in terms of themes less concerned 
with literary historical periodization. 16 At present, Sewanou Dabla's Nouvelles ecritures 
africaines (1986) is the only book-length study of these experimental novels. 17 Dabla cites 
Albert Gerard's reference to Malick Fall's novel La Plaie (1967) as the first sign of a trend 
towards innovation in the Francophone African novel but settles on 1968 as the watershed 
year in which both Les Soleils des independances and Ouologuem' s Le Devoir de violence 
were published. 18 Various terminology has been proposed in critical discussions of this 
experimental genre, including roman de desillusion, nouvelle ecriture africaine, roman de 
contestation, and nouveau roman africain.19 I prefer the term experimental novel, because it 
is more formally descriptive than roman de contestation or roman de desillusion, more 
culturally neutral than nouveau roman africain, and more generically specific than nouvelle 
ecriture africaine. I agree with Sewanou Dabla in terms of 1968 marking the emergence of a 
new experimental genre in Francophone African novels and with Ndiaye that Sony Labou 
Tansi's novels have helped to consolidate this trend.20 
The disillusionment that resulted from the fact that the nationalist movements did 
not generate the kind of social revolution of which Farron writes has created an impasse of 
which Sony is an eloquent example.21 The structure of former colonial societies remained 
very much the same with a comprador bourgeoisie stepping in to replace the departing 
14 See Christiane Ndiaye, "Sony Labou Tansi et Kourouma: le refus du silence: Le roman negro-
africain," Presence Francophone 41 (1992), 28. Fran,oise Browne makes an assertion similar to Ndiaye's in 
"Sony Labou Tansi: nouvelle ecriture africaine," French Studies in Southern Africa 20 (1991), 30. 
15 Emmanuel Yewah, "Sony Labou Tansi and his Unstable Political Figures," French Review 67, I 
(1993), 93-104. See also L. Fiber Luce, "Passages: The Women of Sony Labou Tansi," French Review 
64, 5 (1991), 739. 
16 See, for example: Mildred Mortimer, Journeys Through the French African Novel (Portsmouth: 
Heinemann, 1990) and Simon Gikandi, Reading the African Novel (Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1987). 
17 J. J. Sewanou Dabla, Nouvelle ecritures africaines: romanciers de la seconde generation (Paris: 
L'Harmattan, 1986). 
18 Contrary to what one might expect from the official tone with which their postcolonial literary 
program was proposed, the Congress in 1959 did not give rise to a flurry of literary activity. Sewanou 
Dabla claims that "le second souffle" did not take shape until ten years after independence. Sewanou Dabla, 
Nouvelles ecritures africaines, 17. 
19 See ibid., 17-18. 
20 Not writing specifically about Francophone African fiction, Lewis Nkosi has also argued that the 
experimental narratives of postcolonial novels in both francophone and anglophone traditions are critical of 
the previous trend of realist novels before independence. See Lewis Nkosi, '"The New African Novel: A 
Search for Modernism," Tasks and Masks (Essex: Longman, 1981), 53-75. 
21 Both Sony Labou Tansi's novels and career are an expression of the form of cultnral alienation and 
conceptual impasse Irele describes in his essay: Abiola Irele, "In Praise of Alienation," Surreptitious 
Speech, 201-226. 
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colonials. The promise of social regeneration and collective redefinition motivating anti-
colonial protest movements set up the terms of the current stage of alienation; the African 
intelligentsia has been in search of a discourse ever since. 22 It is difficult to articulate an 
epistemological shift as a result of decolonization among intellectuals from formerly colo-
nized countries.23 On the one hand, political self-determination renewed their pursuit of 
cultural authenticity, which meant independence from colonial influences. Rather than this 
constituting a break with the past, the postcolonial ideal of cultural freedom marks a devel-
opment and intensification of the original ambitions of the earliest anticolonial protest 
movements. On the other hand, nationalism, which had been the primary organizing prin-
ciple of African intellectual life, changed from a unifying principle of cohesion to a source 
of division and alienation in the years following independence. Thus rather than fostering 
vital sociopolitical communities as announced, nationalism introduced another phase of 
alienation and counter-identification.24 Although African intellectuals and writers of the 
postcolonial period continue to value cultural independence, a new epistemology free from 
the dialectical bind yoking the colonized to the colonizer is needed to effectively address the 
current cultural and political impasse. 
The terms Mudimbe uses to discuss the prise de parole by African philosophers 
during the 1960s and '70s provide conceptual tools for placing the aesthetic shift towards 
experimental fiction in a broader field of cultural expression. 25 Questions raised by the 
French theorists Claude Levi-Strauss and Michel Foucault with respect to rationality and, 
more specifically, the uses of reason in Western European history have been amplified by 
recent African philosophy. The terms used by French theorists to articulate the dissolution 
of Western Man ( as a centered, rational subject) during the loss of empire have been 
extended so that the questions-What is the history of this will to truth? What are its 
effects? How is all this in relation to power?-have been redirected through a process of 
amplification to further dismantle the logic of empire. Central to this project is the weaken-
22 Neil Lazarus has discussed the impact of postcolonial disillusionment on African literary expression 
in his chapter "Great Expectations and the Mourning After: Decolonization and African Intellectuals," 
Resistance in Postcolonial African Fiction (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), 1-26. The remainder 
of Lazarus' book explores the search for a discourse in the novels of the Ohanian writer Ayi Kwei Armah in 
relation and their reception in the field of postcolonial literary criticism. 
23 V. Y. Mudimbe's The Invention of Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988) addresses 
questions of colonial and postcolonial epistemologies in relation to African literary expression. Although 
the majority of this work is devoied to the conceptual and discursive legacy of colonialism with respect to 
the practice of African philosophy, some reference is made to postcolonial Francophone literature. Mudimbe 
argues that discourse is shaped by the conditions of possibility in which it is elaborated and that African 
literature and philosophy are currently in the process of undertaking an archaeology of the colonial past and 
its continued effects on the present in order to move beyond the current terms with which debates of 
resistance and regeneration are formulated. 
24 See Richard Bjornson, "Alienation and Disalienation: Themes of Yesterday, Promises of 
Tomorrow," Surreptitious Speech, ed. V. Y. Mudimbe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 147-
56; Abiola Irele, "In Praise of Alienation," Surreptitious Speech, 201-26; Kwarne Anthony Appiah, "Out 
of Africa: Topologies of Nativism," Yale Journal of Criticism 2 I (Fall 1988), 153-78. 
25 The next two paragraphs are based on my reading of V. Y. Mudimbe's The Invention of Africa 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), particularly pages 36-43. 
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ing of discourses on Africa that have their legacy in Western imperialism: rather than seek-
ing to refine or revise anthropological methods, this generation of African philosophers 
seeks to dismantle the project of anthropology from within. Philosophers of this generation 
are self-conscious about the implications of their prise de parole, which lends a self-reflex-
ive quality to their discourse. Theoretical developments initiated by structuralism and then 
poststructuralism, which focused on decentering the "sovereign subject" around which 
imperial discourse ultimately mobilized, have been expanded in scope by writers and critics 
from the former colonies from their positions of dissidence.26 
As in the case of African literature in European languages, Mudimbe discusses the 
conditions of possibility for their project of modernization as a product of Western 
academic institutions. Within the context of this project of epistemological readjustment, 
Eboussi-Boulaga hypothesizes a critical recit pour soi (story for the self) that Mudimbe sees 
as contributing to the production of a regional account of the "global history of human-
kind." This operation of decentering brings us back to Levi-Strauss's and Foucault's anni-
hilation of what Mudimbe calls the "mythologies of the Same." While Mudimbe recognizes 
the history of the discourse employed by African philosophers as deriving from a Western 
tradition, he points out that they are not implicated in the same way: "Levi-Strauss and 
Foucault are engulfed in the history of the Same and its contradictions. I would not say that 
African intellectuals are engulfed in the same way. The passion that in Levi-Strauss's and 
Foucault's works presents theories about norm, rule, and system only uncovers and seeks 
strictly to define this complex history of an identity.... Africans tend to doubt the ethical 
value of these estimations." 27 While I find that the specific nature of this doubt remains 
vague in Mudimbe's discussion, it seems clear to me that although "African ideology, as a 
body of reflexions and questions, springs from the same lines of dissolution that, in the 
Kingdom of the Same, allowed Levi-Strauss's and Foucault's crises," 28 the consequences 
and conclusions of this African philosophical inquiry differ significantly from those of 
French contemporaries. 
The philosopher's search for a new critical discourse parallels the writer's search 
for a new literary idiom as an analogous response to the legacy of decolonization. What 
Mudimbe describes as African "amplifications" of theses advanced by contemporary 
French thinkers applies to the domain of literature as well. The lines of dissolution that 
produced the New Novel in France are part of the same process of cultural decolonization 
that is translated in postcolonial experimental novels. The aesthetic of fragmentation defined 
by temporal discontinuity and narrative disruption that shapes experimental African novels 
is related to a more general process of cultural reorganization in the wake of decolonization. 
The emergence of an experimental idiom in African fiction is connected to a range of similar 
responses from the New Novel in France and to local variations on the theme of magical 
26 For a discussion of poststructuralism's contribution to postcolonial theory, see Moore-Gilbert, 
Postcolonial Theory, 162-63. See also Appiah, In My Father's House, and Mudimbe, Invention of Africa. 
27 Mudimbe, Invention of Africa, 43. 
28 Ibid. 
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realism infused with regional traditions in Latin America, the Caribbean, the Maghreb, and 
sub-Saharan Africa. While formal translations of this transnational cultural phenomenon 
share common features, attention to the specific rootedness of an individual mode of 
expression enhances interpretation, whether it is Kateb Yacine, Edouard Glissant, or Sony 
Labou Tansi. Each writer brings the flavors and colors of his or her region and its cultural 
traditions to this postcolonial experimental idiom. 
One of the passages most often quoted by critics seeking to define the politics of the 
aesthetic shift away from realism attributed to the experimental novels of the postcolonial 
generation is the avertissement to Sony Labou Tansi's novel La Vie et demie, which reads 
like a literary manifesto. In this warning to readers, Sony defines his role as a dissident 
writer within a specific discursive context and links his formal choices to political intentions 
in an avant-garde gesture: 
La Vie et demie, c;a s' appelle ecrire par etourderie. Oui. Moi qui vous par le de 
I' absurdite de I' absurde, moi qui inaugure I' absurdite du desespoir - d' ou voulez-
vous que je parle sinon du dehors? A une epoque ou l'homme est plus que jamais 
resolu a tuer la vie, comment voulez-vous que je vous parle sinon en chair-mots-de-
passe? J' ose renvoyer le monde entier a I' espoir, et comme I' espoir peut provoquer 
des sautes de viande, j 'ai cruellement choisi de paraitre comme une seconde version 
de l'humain - pas la derniere bien entendu - pas la meilleure - simplement la 
differente. Des arnis m'ont dit: "Je ne saurai jamais pourquoi j'ecris." Moi par 
contre je sais: j'ecris pour qu'il fasse peur en moi. Et comme dit Ionesco, je 
n'enseigne pas,j'invente. J'invente un poste de peur en ce vaste monde qui font le 
camp. A ceux qui cherchent un auteur engage je propose un homme engageant. Que 
Jes autres, qui ne seraientjamais mes autres, me prennent pour un simple menteur. 
Evidemment !'artiste ne pose que l'une d'une infinite des ouvertures de son oeuvre. 
Et a !'intention des amateurs de la couleur locale qui m'accuseraient d'etre cruelle-
ment tropical et d'ajouter de l'eau au moulin deja innonde des racistes, je tiens a 
preciser que La Vie et demie fait des taches que la vie seulement fait. Ce livre se 
passe entierement en moi. Au fond, la Terre n' est plus ronde. Elle ne le sera jamais 
plus. La Vie et demie devient cette fable qui voit dernain avec !es yeux 
d'aujourd'hui. Qu'aucun aujourd'hui politique ou humain ne vienne s'y meler. Cela 
preterait a confusion. Le jour ou me sera donnee I' occasion de parler d'un quelcon-
que aujourd'hui, je ne passerai pas par rnille chernins, en tout cas pas par un chernin 
aussi tortueux que la fable.29 
This statement works with code language and implicit gestures in much the same way the 
aesthetic described does. The act of writing with madness, "par etourderie," is linked to an 
expression of dissidence from a discursive space on the outside, ']e parle . . . du dehors," 
which is presented as an adaptation to a given set of circumstances. This form of deranged 
resistance is thus defended not as the writer's choice but as an accommodation of the 
conditions in which he writes: "[a] une epoque ou l'homme est plus que jamais resolu a 
tuer la vie." More specifically, identity is abstracted in the formation of characters such that 
29 Sony Labou Tansi, "Avertissement," La vie et demie (Paris: Seuil, 1979), 9-10. 
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they become flesh-passwords, "chair-mots-de-passe." Dictators in his novels become stick 
figures with names like Felix-le-Tropical and Tigre-au-Chocolat, who live in the imaginary 
land of Katamalanasie. These aesthetic devices used to denounce a contemporary situation 
of injustice are ways of avoiding censorship and retribution, "comme I' espoir peut provo-
quer des sautes de viande." When the writer states that he decided to appear as a second 
and different form of human, he identifies himself with Martial in La Vie et demie; the 
symbol of resistance who refuses to die the death dictatorship tries to give him in the novel. 
Writing for Sony Labou Tansi is thus an act of resistance from a position of dissidence in 
which formal choices are wed to political intentions because of historical circumstances 
with which he both engages and seeks to transcend. 
With Aime Cesaire and Mongo Beti, Sony Labou Tansi is one of the most relent-
lessly engaged writers in the Francophone tradition. So when Sony claims to be more 
interested in entertainment than engagement, he fends off his censors with a sly wink. 
Although his novels were censored and many of his friends were killed, the government 
left Sony Labou Tansi more or less alone. 3° Fear and hope further characterize the position 
of dissidence previously evoked which he extends beyond the borders of his specific situa-
tion: "[j]'invente un poste de peur en ce vaste monde qui fout le camp." He undertakes a 
conscious mission to push limits: to write so that it frightens him with the hope of contrib-
uting to a better future. Sony's reference to Ionesco announces an affiliation with the 
absurdist trend that shaped French literature after the Second World War in contrast to 
existentialist realism; this also marks a departure from the realist discourse of postwar anti-
colonial novels in the style of Ferdinand Oyono or Mongo Beti. Sony decides to leave his 
opponents, "Jes autres, qui ne seraient jamais mes autres," with their guilty illusions and 
offers another defense against the charge of afro-pessimism by "amateurs de la couleur 
locale." He justifies the fabulous dimension of his novel by inviting his potentially hostile 
critics to contemplate the reality around them: 'Je tiens a preciser que La Vie et demie fait 
des tac hes que la vie seulement fait." 
Immediately after proclaiming how his inventions are inspired by verifiable social 
reality, he withdraws that assertion and states that his novel only takes place within himself: 
"[c]e livre se passe entierement en moi." He then implicitly annuls that subjectivist stance 
by suggesting that the deformation of the world around him-"Au fond, la Terre n'est plus 
ronde. Elle ne le sera jamais plus"-shapes his necessarily warped perception of reality. So 
there is an alternation between two apparently contradictory modes of interpretation: on the 
one hand, the writer's madness and subjectivity are foregrounded and, on the other, his 
inspiration from a real set of social circumstances, however absurd, is repeatedly advanced. 
This antinomy finds a synthesis in the "fable qui voit demain avec Jes yeux d'aujourd'hui." 
The idea of Sony Labou Tansi being "cruellement tropical" has interesting implica-
tions regarding his engagement with his discursive environment. On the surface of things, 
the way in which Sony uses this phrase is a means of warding off criticism by those who 
will not take kindly to the image of Africa offered in the novel and sold abroad. But in more 
3° Clark, "Passionate Engagements." 
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subtle terms Sony's tropicalites are evidence of how his literary aesthetic, language use, 
and discourse are culturally embedded. In addition to the evident question of censorship, 
there are other consequences for intellectual life in an authoritarian world shaped by disci-
pline and punishment of the kind Sony describes. 31 This is particularly true of intellectuals 
like Sony Labou Tansi who refused exile and life abroad.32 Achille Mbembe claims that the 
discourses of "resistance" and "domination" are interconnected in postcolonial African 
societies because both discourses make use of a shared vocabulary and operate with the 
same epistemology. Humor, in this context, is ultimately a form of reading pre-existing 
sigus provided by the milieu. Thus, political satire can force vulgar leaders to contemplate 
their own obscenity but the subversive utterance and its target are wedded in the same post-
colonial epistemology that is defined according to Membe by a spectacle of violence and 
intimidation. 33 
These internal constraints specific to postcolonial African societies intersect with 
those of transnational institutions such as the Francophone literary establishment when it 
comes to the question of literary language. Attitudes towards the question of language 
when understood in relation to intellectual history have been deeply involved in epistemo-
logical issues. In the spring of 1959 as the end of colonialism drew near (Guinea and 
Ghana were already independent), a group of artists, intellectuals, and politicians gathered 
in Rome for the Second Congress of Black Writers and Artists sponsored by Presence 
Africaine.34 The program elaborated at the Congress in Rome proposed a political, cultural, 
and epistemological revolution. Central to their revolutionary program was the need to 
develop a new symbolic framework, "[un] langage commun de negro-africains," independ-
ent from colonial influences. The commission on literature ended its resolution by entreat-
ing individual writers to work towards developing a common language: 
31 There are repeated acknowledgments of the effects of censorship shaping the fabulous dimension of 
Sony's literary aesthetic and references to other writers who live in exile. See Browne, "Sony Labou Tansi," 
and Wynchank, "Reponse de Sony Labou Tansi," 133-35. For more sustained discussions of the quality of 
intellectual life in neo-colonial Africa see Guy Ossito Midiohouan, L'ldeologie dans la litterature negro-
africaine d'expressionfranr;aise (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1986), 210-12. 
32 While the vast majority of well-known African writers who opposed dictatorship were forced into 
exile, Sony Labou Tansi refused this option. He stands out in this respect and thus his predicament, in 
addition to the fact that he never went to school in France, again cannot be adequately discussed within the 
framework Christopher Miller proposes in "Nationalism as Resistance and Resistance to Nationalism," 
Nationalists and Nomads (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 118-51. 
33 Mbembe, "The Banality of Power." 
34 At the time of the Congress in 1959, Dr. Price-Mars served as president of the Societe de Culture 
Africaine; Alioune Diop as secretary general; among the vice-presidents were James Ivy, Josephine Balcer-
Bouillon, and Peter Abrahams; among the executive counsel were Alexandre Biyidi (aka Mongo Beti), Aime 
Cesaire, Richard Wright, Cheikh Anta Diop, Dr. Du Bois, Frantz Fanon, Keita Fodeba, Langston Hughes, 
Edouard Glissant, Camara Laye, Rene Maran, Ferdinand Oyono, Jacques Rabemananjara, L.-S. Senghor, 
and Amos Tutuola; among the executive were A. Biyidi, Aime Cesaire, Richard Wright, Cheikh Anta 
Diop, Edouard Glissant, J. Rabemananjara, L.-S. Senghor. See Presence efricaine 24-25 (March-April 
1959). For general information on the beginning of Presence africaine, see Bernard Mouralis, "Presence 
Africaine: Geography of an 'Ideology'," Surreptitious Speech, 3-13; Benetta Jules-Rosette, "Conjugating 
Cultural Realities: Presence africaine," Surreptitious Speech, 14-44. 
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La Commission de litterature souhaite que les ecrivains negro-africains travaillent a 
definir leur langage commun, leur maniere commune de se servir des mots et des 
idees, de reagir en face d'eux. Cette volonte d'un langage ordonne exprimant des 
cultures coherentes s'incame entre autres dans le travail a l'interieur d'une realite 
nationale d' ou se sera trouve expulse le criant desordre specifique de la situation 
coloniale. Ce langage, par-dela les diverses langues utilisees, par-dela les formes 
legitimes des cultures nationales, contribuerait ainsi au renforcement de travail a 
leurs ecrivains. 35 [ original emphasis] 
Prospects for literary innovation were cast in terms of cultural renewal, designed to replace 
the "criant desordre specifique de la situation coloniale" with a new logic of unity and 
coherence. Cultural independence from Western models and influences was seen as neces-
sary for restoring the cultural integrity of the formerly colonized societies within the context 
of free nations. Postcolonial cultural productions were envisioned as a means of defining 
and solidifying a new collective identity through the development of a common language. 
With this in mind, they set forth a program for postcolonial literary innovation 
which centered on an Africanization of future aesthetics. The commission summarized its 
findings: 
Un demi er point permettant de definir un contexte litteraire general po rte sur la 
necessite de depasser les structures litteraires fixes, telles qu' elles resultent de 
l'histoire litteraire de l'Occident. L'ecrivain noir devrait par une tendance toute 
naturelle inventer de nouvelles structures, correspondant a l'histoire de son peuple, 
quitte ales depasser des qu'elles seraient etablies. 
Une telle recherche determine un vaste mouvement d'inspiration collective. 
L'affirmation de l'individu, c'est-a-dire l'exigence d'une liberte interieure, est liee 
aujourd'hui a l'affirmation des peuples en tant que recherche d'une souverainete 
nationale et visee commune vers l' avenir. 36 
According to the commission on literature, the individual writer's innovation should be 
Jinked to building postcolonial national identities. 37 As in the postwar debate about the 
differences between Mongo Beti and Camara Laye in relation to engagement and realism, 
the political function of postcolonial literature is defined in terms of ideological considera-
tions with respect to cultural identity and affiliation, rather than specific questions of form. 
With questions of aesthetic innovation in African literature, the ideological importance of 
cultural perspective often overshadows discussion about specific formal questions. 38 
35 Coll., "Resolution concernant la litterature," Presence africaine 24---25 (March-April 1959), 392. 
36 Ibid., 388. 
37 This proposition was followed by a statement against bourgeois individualism in Western culture, 
which, for these African writers, threatened the coherence of the group. Their suspicion of individualism did 
not, however, lead them to abandon the principle of artistic freedom, which they made a point of explicitly 
affirming, in contrast to the Communist Party, of which some of them had been members. Ibid., 389. 
38 See Phyllis Clark, Fonns of Protest (forthcoming). 
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The process of imaging a community has been revealed by social scientists such as 
Hobswam and Anderson as profoundly paradoxical and always selective in what gets 
remembered and what is forgotten in the construction of the nation's narrative.39 So the fact 
that the terms used to imagine "national" unity here do not adequately reflect a concrete 
social reality is not anomalous to the tradition of European nationalism from which they 
inherited their concepts and vocabulary. 40 The contradiction that merits note here is the 
absence of a mother-tongue as a rationale for the idea of a national community. An attach-
ment to a mother-tongue has almost always served as one of the justifications for the estab-
lishment of a nation as a separate, discrete sociocultural unit. In this case, African intellec-
tuals sought to put a common idiom, a specifically African way of using language, in the 
place of a national language. Anderson has cited Negritude, the essence of Africanness that 
can only be expressed in French, as an unforgettable symbol of African cultural nationalism 
internal contradictions. 41 
Yet, inasmuch as forging a new postcolonial identity and literature is not merely a 
cultural dialectic, such a project implies a real historical process dependent on material 
transformation. 42 The material reality that has shaped the production of postcolonial African 
literature has created unavoidable consequences in the form of this artistic expression. On 
the eve of independence, a new form of literary expression was imagined: one that would 
be written in African languages and elaborated within African myths. The new postcolonial 
literature written by Africans for and about their communities would be a means of recon-
stituting their African identity distorted by the colonial encounter, in order to foster vital 
independent political communities. 43 In 1959, the Congress participants envisioned a proj-
ect of moving from an oral culture to a written one in native languages as a necessary step 
to redefining an authentically African literary aesthetic to which they devoted a specific 
conunittee. Their project targeted the development of a linguistic infrastructure in indige-
nous vehicular languages (to include, for example, linguistic manuals in vehicular 
languages, a corresponding publishing apparatus and so forth). 44 Because a wide-scale 
transition to writing in native African languages is still underway, European languages 
remain for the moment the primary means of literary communication since independence 
39 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, 187-206; Eric Hobsawm, ''The Nation as Invented 
Tradition," On Nationalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 194), 76-83. 
40 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 140. 
41 Ibid., 123. 
42 Clifford Geertz anticipated that material realities would ultimately decide intellectual debates about 
the language question in postcolonial regions. See Clifford Geertz, "After the Revolution: The Fate of 
Nationalism in the New States," The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 243-49. 
Similarly, Paulin Hontondji has recently focused his attention on the critical importance of material reality 
in the future of African cultural liberation in his essay, "Recapturing," Surreptitious Speech, 238-48. 
43 Coll., "Resolution concemant la litterature," 387-92. 
44 Bernard Mouralis discusses the limitations introduced by this material aspect of the production of 
postcolonial African literatures. See Bernard Mouralis, Litterature et developpement: essai sur le statut, la 
for(ction et la representation de la litterature negro-qfricaine d' expression frar1faise (Paris: Agence do 
Cooperation Culturelle et Technique, 1984). 
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but not the only means. 45 At present, a Western-educated African elite and Westerners 
remain the largest reading public of African literature in European languages.46 The material 
circumstances separating contemporary African writers from a large spectrum of local read-
ers forces them to express their current social experience with a language medium foreign 
to their native cultural context. Most of today's great African writers-Mongo Beti, Chinua 
Achebe, Sony Labou Tansi, Wole Soyinka-have commented on this situation in relation 
to their own literary writing. 
A writer like Sony Labou Tansi deliberately makes a negotiation between the two 
spheres of African-language literatures and European-language literatures necessary 
because of the surreptitious nature of his idiom and discourse. He draws foreign readers 
into his world with humor in his novels and this creates a desire to understand the cultural 
terms of his humor. This approach invites the uninitiated to discover more about the culture 
and cosmology of his Kikongo frame of reference.47 A thorough exploration of Sony's 
novels in tum cultivates an appetite for reading his poetry in Kongo where he is the most 
himself. 48 Sony Labou Tansi's novels thus strategically orchestrate an intersection between 
his local folk epistemology and certain European habits of mind operative in the interna-
tional literary institutions of lafrancophonie. Indeed, his writings generate tensions around 
the politics of this specific intersection between the local and the transnational in postcolo-
nial African fiction both formally and thematically. In this respect, Sony Labou Tansi is an 
interesting version of the ''Third World intellectual," which Anthony Appiah and Gaytri 
Spivak claim to be a contradiction in terms. 49 While it is true that Sony's literary writings 
45 The most outspoken critic of European-language literatures in Africa and defender of African-
language literatures is the Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong' o. He officially announced his farewell to 
English and vowed to write only in his native Kikuyu. See Ngugi wa Thiong' o, Moving the Center: The 
Struggle for Cultural Freedoms (London: James Currey, 1993). 
46 As a result of this linguistic situation, many novelists, like Sony Labou Tansi, have turned to 
theater or film as alternative modes of mass communication. Sembene Ousmane gave up writing novels and 
turned to cinema for the very reasons I have been describing. For a sustained discussion of the language 
question in relation to African literatures, see Alain Ricard, Litteratures de l'Afrique noire, des /angues aux 
livres (Paris: Karthala, 1995). Ricard provides a valuable inventory of African-language literatures that cb 
exist, which moves the center away from a European epistemology, and then explores the choices and 
techniques of contemporary African writers in relation to their languages of origin and European languages. 
47 A posthumous collection of Sony Labou Tansi's unpublished writings has further evidence of 
Sony's affiliation to his Kongo culture and its cosmology. See L'Autre-monde, ed. Nicolas-Martin Granel. 
More recently, a study of Sony's literary writing and role as an intellectuel du ventre by Norbert Stamme 
has further developped the Kongo frame of reference [in press, Bayreuth, Germany]. Devesa includes a 
document and notes about Sony's Kongo roots, see, for example, "Les sources kongo demon imagination," 
Sony Labou Tansi, 359-62. 
48 Jean-Michel Devesa has assembled documents and testimony from friends of Sony Labou Tansi that 
partially map out the terrain to be explored by scholars of Sony's work. Part of this endeavor has included 
gathering published and unpublished poetry and other writings. From Devesa's perspective, although 
Sony's poetry never received the same attention from French publishers as his novels, he never quit writing 
poems in both French and Kikongo where his most intimate self was expressed. See Devesa, Sony Labou 
Tansi: Ecrivain de la honte et des rives magiques du Kongo (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1996), 138-61. 
49 Appiah, "Topologies of Nativism," 68. 
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are a product of his engagement with the West as a result of the colonial encounter, he is 
more rooted in his cultural traditions than his friend and fellow Congolese writer Tchicaya 
U'Tamsi, for example. So the case of Sony Labou Tansi requires a more nuanced approach 
to the cosmopolitan paradigm that organizes postcolonial discourse. 
In addition to Sony Labou Tansi's tropicalites, similar discursive strategies have 
been adopted, the first being an Africanization of European languages. 50 An often-noted 
example of the postindependence trend to infuse European languages with local languages 
is Kourouma's Les Soleils des independances. 51 In this highly acclaimed work, Kourouma 
bends standard written French by infusing it with Malinke expressions, syntax, and prov-
erbs. The author's cultural difference irrupts into the textual fiber, creating a hybrid narra-
tive discourse distinctive of postcolonial novels. 52 With ambitions similar to those of 
Kourourna, Sony Labou Tansi explains how he mixes standard written French with tropi-
calites from his native Kikongo: 
II est deja emmerdant pour un Africain de lire un livre, parce que forcement forme 
de mort. II est plus emmerdant de lire en fran9ais et ii I' est davantage de I' ecrire 
dans cette langue, a moins de passer le hie en faisant eclater cette langue frigide 
qu'est le fran9ais, c'est-a-dire en essayant de Jui preter la luxuriance et le petillement 
de notre temperament tropical, Jes respirations haletantes de nos langues et la 
chaleur folle de notre moi vital, vitre. Le fran9ais, je peux me tromper, me parait 
etre une langue de raison contrairement a la langue de ma mere qui est une langue de 
respiration (soit dit entre nous que la respiration raisonne pour ne pas tomber dans 
le panneau seculaire de ceux qui scindent le monde en gens qui raisonnent et gens 
qui dansent). Bref, la frigidite de la langue fran9aise (qui peut etre soignee) m'est 
rendue evidente par la naissance des creoles africains et antillais. 53 
Georges Nga! compares Tansi's view of the mark of cultural difference in language to the 
unpopular version of Senghorian essentialisms. Whereas Sony's formulations-"langue 
frigide" and "langue de raison" as opposed to "temperament tropical," "langues haletantes," 
and "challeur folle"-can be seen as positing an African Soul, Sony resists Senghor's divi-
50 Ricard discusses writers using both European and African languages as "passeurs de langues" and in 
a later section comments on novelists like Kourouma and Sony Labou Tansi who infuse European 
languages with elements from their local dialects. See Ricard, Litteratures de l'Afrique noire, 151-72, 225-
51. See also Chantal Zabus, The African Palimpset: /ndigenizatwn of Language in the West African 
Europhone Novel (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1991). 
51 For Sewanou Dabla's discussion, which gets trapped in nativist gestures of repudiation, see 
Nouvelles ecritures africaines, 50---61. For Christopher Miller's discussion of Les Soliels des independances, 
which he uses as a map for the ideological and literary space of decolonization in francophone Africa of the 
1960s with a particular anthropological emphasis on dialogism with the West, see "Les Soleils des 
independances and Francophone Dialogue," Theories of Africans: Francophone Literature and Anthropology 
in Africa (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 181-245. 
52 Kourouma's novel Les soleils des indipendances, for example, won the Canadian Prix de Francite 
and the French Prix de I' Acadernie Frani;aise for its linguistic innovation. 
53 Interview with Sony Labou Tansi cited in Georges Nga!, "Les 'tropicalites' de Sony L. Tansi," 
134-35. 
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sion of the world between Greek reason and African emotion. Rather than embracing an 
essentialist view of culture and language, Sony is a pragmatist who makes use of the vari-
ous tools at his disposal. 
The indigenization of language in experimental African novels is accompanied by 
similar innovation in plot formation, character development, and the structure of narrative 
discourse. These elements of novelistic expression bear the mark of regional cultural tradi-
tions more than earlier African novels in the idiom of postwar realism. Although the griot, a 
traditional African storyteller, had been embraced as a social model for the novelist by writ-
ers of the postwar generation, Sony Labou Tansi and his contemporaries incorporate 
spoken language into their narratives as an integral part of their literary style. Before turn-
ing to, cinema, Sembene Ousmane cited the griot as his model in the preface to L'Harmattan 
(1964) because of the social function storytellers in traditional African societies had in 
fostering a community's cultural coherence. While Sony Labou Tansi does invite a griot to 
prendre la parole in his novel L'Etat honteux, 54 the function of the griot's word is not one 
of unification but rather of division and rivalry: the griot's recitation of Martillirni Lopes' 
genealogy is interrupted first by Lopes himself and then by the voice of the people, with its 
mythical imagination and saliva, in a cacophony of competing voices and perspectives 
symptomatic of national incoherence. 55 From La Vie et demie through his last posthumous 
novel Le Commencement des douleurs (1995), Sony's literary and moral vision was not 
only aesthetically nourished by but also anchored in a Kongo worldview from which he 
never distanced himself. But it seems to me, in this respect, that Sony was more interested 
in social justice than in performing his cultural authenticity for Western amateurs of local 
color. 
Critics have noted that the loss of deep characters with elaborate psychological 
profiles in experimental novels of this generation constitutes a significant element in the 
aesthetic shift away from postwar realism. 56 Innovation in character formation takes vari-
ous manifestations but it is centered around a dissolution of characters as realistic individu-
als with a corresponding emphasis on the social systems and symbolic networks in which 
they operate. In La Vie et demie, for example, the names of dictators proliferate to the point 
at which the individual is effaced by the exaggeration of the social role the character 
reflects: in the "c" series we encounter Jean-Crocodile, Jean Coriace, Jean Criquet, Jean 
Camassier, Jean Casse-Pipe, Jean Coeur-Dur, Jean Crabe, Jean Cache-Sexe, Jean 
Caoutchouc, and the list continues. Inversely in Mudimbe's Le Bel immonde (1976), the 
characters have no names so the main protagonists, the minister and his mistress, are 
referred to only by personal pronouns. In other cases, characters have either unstable or 
vaguely defined identities, as in the case of the Marnan Nationale in L'Etat honteux. The 
54 For Georges Ngal's discussion of these elements in Sony's writing based on an interview with the 
novelist, see ibid., 134-43. 
55 Sony Labou Tansi, L'Etat honteux (Paris: Seuil, 1981), 7-23. 
56 See, for example: Sewanou Dabla, Nouvelles ecritures africaines, 25-37. 
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way in which biographical and psychological description of Maman Nationale is drastically 
minimized rednces her character to a hollow symbol of nationalist sentiment. 
Interpretation of such anonymous, faceless, or otherwise vaguely defined charac-
ters requires decoding their identities in terms of a symbolic relationship to their social 
milieu. 57 Given the allegorical mode that distinguishes this experimental idiom, a system of 
socially symbolic characters may be discerned in fairly schematic terms. Political leaders 
with such names as Messie Koi:, Guide Providential, or Tigre-au-Chocolat figure as incar-
nations of vulgarity, self-indulgence, and corruption while the usually passive, anonymous 
masses stand in for the oppressed people, whereas the rebellious youth tend to represent 
organized resistance. The triad of dictators-masses-rebels structures the plots of many post-
colonial African novels, including Lopes' Le Pleurer-rire (1982), Tierno Monenembo's Les 
Crapauds-brousse (1979), Fantoure's Le Cercle des tropiques, and all of Sony Labou 
Tansi's novels. Although similar tensions related to the sterility of dictatorship are at issue 
in Werewere Liking's Elle sera de jaspe et de corail (1983) and Kourouma's Les Soleils 
des independances, the plots and characters in these novels are not as clearly defined by 
this form of political allegory. Similarly, Salirnata and Fama in Les Soleils des indepen-
dances and Bohi-Di in Le Cercle des tropiques (1973) are memorable characters with more 
psychological complexity than Maman Nationale or Nedjma but, in spite of this depth, the 
former still do not appear masters of their destinies. 
If we consider the variety of symbolically significant anonymous characters in post-
colonial novels, we notice a distinct relationship between their formal construction and their 
psychological profiles. The moral character of the duplicitous minister in Mudimbe's Le 
Bel immonde is shaped by the disjointed grammar and syntax through which his character 
takes shape. Messie KoY is most memorable for the sunglasses behind which he hides and 
the way the masses are ironically awaiting his arrival in Le Cercle des tropiques. Nedjma as 
a symbol for the nation remains an abstraction; she is an ideal without a voice in Nedjma. 
The schizophrenic tyrant in L'Etat honteux is elaborated with a perpetually sliding subject 
position, slipping from first-person to third-person within a single sentence. These experi-
mental novels convey the souls of protagonists, however shallow, corrupt, or crisis-
ridden, with the formal features which define them. 58 Characters remain diffuse, if not 
absolutely hollow: a shallow characterial psychology lacking complexity and definition in 
some significant way prevails in this genre. At the very least, some essential piece of 
information about the character's experience is usually withheld or obscured. Often only a 
limited explanation of a character's motivations is offered, thus creating the impression of a 
larger system that defines his or her actions. These novels tend to present protagonists in 
57 Emmanuel Yewah has commented on the shallow character development of dictators in terms of 
their remaining conceptual constructs that he erroneously interprets as somehow divorced from an explicit 
sociohistorical reality. See Emmanuel Yewah, "Sony Labou Tansi and his Unstable Political Figures," 
French Review 67, I (1993), 93-104. 
58 See also Victor 0. Aire, "Le renouveau technique dans le roman africain francophone: Mudirnbe et 
Sassine," Literature of Africa and the African Continuum (Washington: Three Continents Press, 1989), 
159. 
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the clutches of uncontrollable powers of persuasion or ideological conditioning; these 
forces seem beyond control either because the characters are unaware of them, cede blindly 
to their sway, or are simply overpowered by them. 
In comparison to the protagonist-agent of the postwar realist idiom which was 
grounded in an existentialist humanism, the image of the protagonist as agent with choices 
and control over his or her destiny practically disappears after 1968.59 This phenomenon 
manifests itself emphatically in the repetitive appearance of characters who are lost, bewil-
dered, oppressed, or tortured.60 The rational heroes of postwar realism who are enlightened 
by a series of intelligible incidents in novels by Sembene Ousmane or Mongo Beti have 
been replaced by stick-figure symbols. The old contest of human agency against abstract 
sociopolitical forces is represented in postcolonial experimental novels as a losing battle, 
which represents a significant conceptual shift away from postwar realism. This new vision 
involves an abandonment of psychological explanation for protagonists' behavior in the 
social milieu in which they find themselves and focuses instead on the ideological systems 
that seem to overdeterrnine human agency.61 The superficiality of characters who are 
limited to stick-figure impersonations of "wives," "presidents," "mothers," and "citizens" 
contrasts sharply with a reservoir of disruptive energy that threatens to erupt unannounced 
in the form of mutilation, rape, or torture. This latent tension invites the reader to negotiate 
between these opposing views of human potential: on the one hand, a radically diminished 
perspective of human agency is offered, on the other, an excessively potent one. These 
outbursts tend to be channeled into sexual and political violence with a focus on the human 
body and often with essentially anonymous antagonists. Visions of this kind of excess are 
characteristic of Sony Labou Tansi's writing but also of Calixthe Beyala, Werewere 
Liking, and Yambo Ouologuem. I view this pessimistic vision of society as a critical 
portrait of dictatorship and the multiple forms of sclerosis to which it leads when individual 
agency is either radically circumscribed or usurped, rather than as a pronouncement of 
unchanging truths about agency and ideology. Injunctions to new forms of constructive 
intervention are implicit and, at times, made explicit. These innovations in character forma-
tion contribute to the novel's performance of alienation within national and cultural contexts 
as an expression of postcolonial identity. 
Another formal manifestation of this cynical view of individual agency is the radical 
decentering of narrative perspective. Sony Labou Tansi takes the undecidability created by 
a decentered narrative perspective to an extreme. When Martillirni Lopez, the dictator in 
59 Neil Lazarus is critical of this trend in anglophone fiction, which he views as advancing politically 
disabling theories. See Neil Lazarus, "Ideologies of National Liberation in African Literature," 113. 
60 See also Lewis Nkosi, "The New African Novel," 60-67; Sewanou Dabla, Nouvelles ecritures 
africaines, 124-30; Jacques Chevrier, Litterature negre, 141--42. 
61 Both Wisard and Gueniat take up this tension between individual agency and overdetermination by 
political or ideological structures and concur that, whereas the margin of possible intervention appears to be 
more or less restricted, it does exist. See F. Wisard, "Le probleme du temps dans L'Etat honteux de Sony 
Labou Tansi," Cahiers du CEDAF 1-3 (1987), 83-99; Sylvie Gueniat, "Vie politique africaine et 
perspectives de changement," Cahiers du CEDAF 1-3 (1987), 180--92. 
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L'Etat honteux, usurps the narration, his perspective is divided between a first- and third-
person subject position. By alternating between these subject positions even within a single 
sentence, Sony creates a thoroughly partial and fragmented narrative perspective. This form 
of glissement from one subject position to another is characteristic of this experimental 
idiom and evident in novels by Kateb Y acine, Henri Lopes, and Calixthe Beyala, to name 
just a few.62 L'Etat honteux is an exemplary text in this respect as polyphony is taken to 
such extravagant proportions that an authentic speaking subject is difficult to define within 
the context of the novel's narrative discourse. 63 Martillimi Lopez's arrival in power at the 
beginning of the novel is told twice, once from the media's "official" perspective and then 
from the people's popular perspective; this situation of confrontation between the leaders' 
discourse and the dire populaire destructures the narrative discourse. In addition to the fact 
that the parole presidentielle is pulverized by a cacophony of competing and often dissident 
voices in L'Etat honteux, a sense of powerlessness and inability to synthesize characterizes 
this experimental genre through a fragmentation of the foyer narratif An explicit relation-
ship exists between narrative control and a perception of social power such that the specific 
subversion in Sony Labou Tansi's narratives is critical both of realism's unified coherence 
and of nationalism as an organizing principle of sociopolitical discourse. 
The manipulation of time further distinguishes the narrative discourse of experi-
mental novels in this idiom in contrast to the more teleological plots of postwar African 
novels. Realism's logic of continuity and chronology is replaced by a disorderly, disrupted 
sense of time in the plots of these contemporary novels, which tend not to unfold in a 
coherent chronological manner. 64 In some cases, only a vague sense of temporal duration 
contributes to the plot's progression; it matters little, for example, whether the people wait 
47 years or 67 years for the police to arrive in Sony's Les Sept solitudes de Lorsa Lopes 
(1985). Few indications of day, month, or year are provided, creating a diffuse sense of 
time that is more mythical than historical. Whereas time is noted with precision in La Vie et 
demie-the leader of the opposition movement, for example, died in prison at the age of 
133 and 9 months, this exaggerated detail distends time's passing as an expression of 
suffering and protest. 65 In addition to this vague sense of duration, historicity remains 
undefined and the frequent use of analepses and prolepses creates temporal discontinuity 
through fragmentation. 66 In Fantoure's Le Cercle des tropiques, for instance, prolepses and 
62 For an artful discussion of these formal features in Congolese literatutre in this genre by a fellow 
writer, see Tchichelle Tchivela, "Une parente outre-atlantique," Notre librairie 92-93 (1988), 30---4. 
63 Nicolas Martin-Granel, "Le Crier-rire," Notre librairie 78 (1985), 47-55. 
64 For Ngal's observations on this innovation in relation to Sony Labou Tansi, see Nga!, ''Les 
'tropicalites' de Sony L. Tansi," 142. For general discussion of narrative time in this genre, see Sewanou 
Dabla, Nouvelle ecritures africaines; Guy Ossito Midiohouan, L'Ideo/ogie dans la litterature negro-africaine 
d'expressionfr""faise (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1986), 210-12; Jacques Chevrier, La litterature negre (Paris: 
Armand Colin, 1974), 148-51. 
65 For further discussion of these formal issues in relation to Sony Labou Tansi's novels, see Wisard, 
"Le probleme du temps," 83-99; Browne, "Sony Labou Tansi"; Wynchank, "Reponse de Sony Labou 
Tansi." 
66 For a definition of prolepses and analepses, see Gerard Genette, Figures III (Paris: Seuil, 1972), 90-
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analepses mark the narrative with an impression of claustrophobic repetition which is a 
formal translation of the vicious cycle of political oppression thematized in the novel. As 
the title suggests, the principle of continuity lacks a sense of development or progress and 
is defined by an endless reinscription of the past such that the passing of time is experi-
enced as an unbearable burden; one attempted coup follows another while the masses wait 
in vain for deliverance. The telling of the protagonist's trials and tribulations is interrupted 
by flashbacks that express Bohl Di's trauma and victimization by forces beyond his control 
in a world of injustice best symbolized by the prison or coffin. The discontinuous sense of 
time is also circular and cyclical in Kateb's Nedjma but it is less an expression of where the 
nation has been than an open question, like an unfinished circle, about where the future 
nation was headed in 1956. The tension between mythical and historical time in Sony's 
novels finds a synthesis in the author's version of magical realism in which repetition is 
linked to reiteration. Events recounted enter a realm of cyclical repetition that appears 
mythical in nature but the prolific use of reiteration takes his narratives into a magical realm 
where the same events are incessantly repeated. The act of naming each dictator in w\J.at 
seems to be an endless series is combined with repeated justifications of the last coup or 
coup attempt, which empties these deeds and identities of any meaningful content through 
an ironic exaggeration. 67 
It is remarkable that the plots of novels told in this contemporary idiom are devoid 
of suspense, as if the outcome were known in advance. The absence of thematic variation 
is also a reflection of historical circumstances; the uniformity and predictability of the story 
line bears witness to an unchanging situation of oppression. As a result, the manipulation 
of narrative discourse (recit, how the story is told) as opposed to the story line (histoire, 
what actually happens) becomes the primary focus of creative expression. 68 Although 
experimentation with narrative discourse varies from novelist to novelist, an aesthetic of 
fragmentation and disorientation does define the genre. In addition to disrupting narrative 
perspective, mixing direct and indirect discourse, interspersing flashbacks and unmotivated 
jumps in narrative time outlined above, one notices a sense of spatial disorientation, a 
fusion of disparate genres (songs, poems, tracts, speeches) and the use of pastiche and 
parody to subvert authority. 69 Within this range of various sources of fragmentation, the 
integrity of a national identity becomes specifically compromised in these chaotic narra-
tives. With Sony's use of polysemie basic concepts of central importance such as 
"presidents" and "nations" become unstable signifiers, producing a discourse that contrasts 
sharply with the notion of "national" literature embraced on the eve of independence.7° 
114. 
67 F. Wisard has analyzed this kind of manipulation of time in Sony's narratives and notes that acts of 
enunication build on each other so each leader gets a separate name, which allows him to distinguish 
between repetition of the same and repetition of something similar. See For further discussion of what he 
calls "enonciation completive" and "enoncitation repetitive," see Wisard, "Le probleme du temps," 91-94. 
68 Ibid., 86-90. 
69 Martin-Granel, "Le Crier-rire." 
70 See Nga!, "Les 'tropicalites' de Sony L. Tansi," 137-8. 
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The colonial encounter brought clearly into focus how identities have been tied to 
nations and nations to traditions. In African experimental novels since independence, the 
promotion of a national sentiment is either half-hearted, ironic, or ridiculous. The imposi-
tion of hegemonic identities by corrupt leaders in an attempt to bring the people under their 
sway serves to underscore the actual lack of social cohesion and organizing principles. 
Sony Labou Tansi especially understood the irony in the posture of repudiation since an 
embrace of nationalism functions as a facile imitation of European concepts rather than a 
revulsion in his novels. 
During the 1980s, the Congolese writer Tchichelle Tchivela introduced a discussion 
of the influence of Latin American magical realism on his own writing and on other 
Congolese novelists including Sony Labou Tansi, Henri Lopes, and Emmanuel Dongala.71 
Tchivela notes the common prevalence of cycles and circular structures in the representation 
of corruption and oppression in both magical realism and experimental African fiction. He 
embraces this cross-cultural intertextuality, which he does not view as an impediment to 
forging an original form of African literary expression that would mix folk traditions with a 
modernist aesthetic. 72 Tchivela also remarks the noticeable influence of the French New 
Novel on magical realism but views the Latin American genre as closer to his African frame 
of reference because of analogous questions of cultural identity. Writers in both contexts 
face the problem of having to express a local reality in the former colonial master's 
language. The linguistic and cultural tensions inherent in colonialism and its legacy are 
translated in the discursive mode of magical realism by an aesthetic of clashing opposites. 
He also explains this stronger affinity with Latin American literature in terms of similar 
ecological environments, combined with the parallels writers from both regions faced in 
resisting political corruption and mismanagement. But rather than the affinity deriving 
simply from a common experience of marginality, it emerges from a sustained conceptual 
engagement with the colonial encounter and the challenge it has posed across regions and 
71 Tchivela's affiliation with Latin American culture went beyond magical realism; he was also a fan 
of Che Guevara. See Tchivela, "Une parente outre-atlantique," 30-34. In an interview with Bernard 
Magnier, Sony Labou Tansi admits to having read with interest Cortazar, Fuentes, Asturias, and Faulkner 
all of whom he considers to be "tropical" writers. See Bernard Magni er, '" J e ne suis pas a developper mais a 
prendre ou a laisser': Entretien avec Sony Labou Tansi," Notre librairie 79 (1985), 5-7. Subsequently, the 
intertext between experimental African novels and Latin American magical realism has taken root. See Jean-
Michel Devesa, "Le Modele marquesien et la contamination," Sony Labou Tansi: Ecrivain de la honte, 
218-28; Alycia Jones, "Sony Labou Tansi et Gabriel Garcia Marquez autour de la solitude de l'homme," 
Sony Labou Tansi ou la quete permanente du sens, ed. Mukala Kadima-Nzuji et al. (Paris: L'Harmattan, 
1997), 363--08. 
72 In addition to the intertext with magical realism, Tchivela notes the presence of oral tradition in the 
form of emphasis on myth and geneaology. He proposes that "le verbe" of the Maya in Guatemala, the 
Dogon in Mali, and the Kongo in Congo have much in common. (Tchivela, "Une parente outre-
atlantique"). In the same special issue on Congolese literature, Claude Wauthier comments on another 
important intertext in the case of Sony Labou Tansi, which is Matswanism in Congo-Brazzaville in 
"Matsouanisme litteraire," Notre librairie 92-3 (1988), 35-39. In fact, Sony confirmed his attachment to 
this aspect of traditions as the essential difference between him and Tchicaya U'Tamsi. Sony Labou Tansi, 
"Note litteraire," Notre librairie 92-3 (1988), 83. 
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cultures.73 Traces of the French New Novel have been filtered through this other Third 
World literary idiom and are often picked up by critics as evidence of an intertext directly 
with the French genre, which was perhaps more accurate for Kateb Yacine than for Sony 
Labou Tansi.74 
Whereas this Latin American intertextuality has been discussed by critics and writ-
ers alike and appears easy to accept, the relationship to the French New Novel has proven 
to be more of a stretch. Critics have often remarked the New Novel as an intertext, beyond 
the detour through magical realism, yet a sustained analysis of this connection remains to 
be explored.75 Nicolas Martin-Granel has observed a similar feature of the narrative 
discourses of these French and African experimental novels: in both cases "il y a quelque 
chose de casse dans la mechanique [narrative]" but notes that with the New Novel ''la 
machine narrative tourne a vide par defaut d'histoire, c'est plutot, dans le roman africain, 
par plethore qu'elle s'emballe et s'affolle, a vouloir saisir et tramer les fils epars de person-
nages."76 The proliferation of disjointed narrative sequences and the succession of one 
abstract character after the next is certainly more connected to political allegory in Latin 
American and African novels than in the French New Novel. Whereas connection to socio-
historical circumstances may seem at times tenuous in African experimental novels, 
emphatic reiteration of the same story of oppression, however predictable, anchors these 
novels in a cultural narrative of protest. 
Locating French and African experimental novels in the conceptual legacy of 
decolonization provides a context for exploring how the political upheaval of the Algerian 
War in France and the disillusionment after the rise of dictatorships in postcolonial Africa 
have been translated in formally similar ways. French and African narratives in this 
experimental genre express a crisis related to historical moments of change, periods in 
which redefining "national" identity was brought into focus as a source of both interna-
tional conflict and potential internal division. The predicament of African experimental 
novelists is very different from Robbe-Grillet' s situation in which his generation recom-
mended abstraction as a means of fending off coming to terms with the loss of colonial 
empire. Rather than retreating from the political, African experimental novelists are under-
mined by the multiple forms of expectation outlined above: pressures to conform to state 
73 Stephen Siemon, "Magical Realism as Postcolonial Discourse," Magical Realism: Theory, 
History, Community, ed. Stephen Siemon (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995), 407-26. 
74 For what has been relatively standard discussion of the intertext with the French New Novel which 
neglects the significance of historical forces, see Sewanou Dabla, Nouvelles ecritures efricaines; and 
Chevrier, Litterature negre, 142-51. For a more recent and productive intervention of the transnational 
dimension of magical realism as a postcolonial discursive mode, see John Erickson, "Metoikoi and Magical 
Realism in the Maghrebian Narratives of Tabar ben Jelloun and Abdelkebir Khatibi," in Siemon, ed., 
Magical Realism, 421-50. 
75 See, for example: J.-J. Sewanou Dabla, Nouvelles ecritures efricaines; Victor 0. Aire, ''Le 
renouveau technique dans le roman africain francophone: Mudimbe et Sassine," Literature of Africa and the 
African Continuum (Washington: Three Continents Press, 1989), 151-62; Nkosi, "The New African 
Novel." 
76 Martin-Granel, "Le Crier-rire." 
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directives at home, commercial expectations of European literary institutions, and related 
obstacles (material, linguistic) in terms of literary communication. 
Sony's novel are exemplary of the experimental genre's combination of folk tradi-
tions with a modem idiom while remaining ethically rooted in local context and its contra-
dictions. There is a range from Kateb Y acine, who also crafts an original literary style from 
a combination of French and North African sources, to Calixthe Beyala, who is less 
successful in this respect. In comparison to previous literary trends in Francophone litera-
ture, Sony demonstrates the deepest connection to his Kikongo roots. Although the Negri-
tude poets made use of Western tools to remember a traditional past from which they felt 
alienated and postwar novelist appropriated a Sartrian discourse on engagement and realism 
to renew their anticolonial protest, neither Cesaire nor Beti had their ethical centers in the 
West. But Sony's novels do mark a significant development in that they draw more from 
his Kikongo cultural sphere than from French sources of artistic inspiration that remain at 
the surface of his novelistic aesthetic. Sony benefited in this respect from the fact that he 
never attended school in France and was able to draw on a fairly established literary field in 
Congo-Brazzaville. 
But traditions are not an infallible source of salvation. In fact, in his political activ-
ism Sony found himself trapped in a conceptual impasse created by the colonial encounter 
in his relationship to traditions. As his frustration mounted in the face of continued neo-
colonial exploitation and local mismanagement of the state's affairs in Congo-Brazzaville, 
his attachment to traditions became dysfunctional.77 In this respect, Sony's career as a 
writer and activist clarifies the tensions around what Irele discusses as postcolonial aliena-
tion: whereas Sony, the writer, was able to bring the disparate worlds of Western and 
traditional cultures together in his inventive prose, in his role as political activist he 
succumbed to the temptations of ethnic extremism that has recently engulfed the central 
African region. A new discourse is still needed because the conceptual models mired in 
dialectics of counter-identification are no longer productive or appropriate for the challenges 
that postcolonial Africa faces. 
Sony's career as a writer and activist clarifies tensions between the possibilities of 
political agency and the constraints of institutional structures at the center of debates in 
postcolonial theory these days. As both a writer and activist, Sony Labou Tansi did not 
occupy one authentic, identifiable cultural or political locus. Rather, his writings are and 
actions were the products of multiple and conflicting forces within which his individuality 
was embedded. The forms of Sony Labou Tansi's political protest cannot be adequately 
understood through the common postcolonialist abstractions into registers and categories 
that have more to do with Western intellectual preoccupations at the moment than anything 
else. The political engagement of writers who are invested in discursive positions of dissi-
dence of this complexity cannot be profitably analyzed in terms of paradigms of rhetorical 
77 For more discussion of Sony Labou Tansi's political engagement, see Clark, "Passionate 
Engagements." 
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ambivalence which uproot literary texts from the very cultural and political situations the 
writers aim to contest. 
Part of the appeal of a writer like Sony Labou Tansi is precisely the way in which 
he upsets Western academic categories for organizing this intellectual and literary history. 
Although Sony repeatedly proclaimed his humanist values, he remained one of the most 
vigorous critics of Western cultural imperialism. While he continually emphasized the 
material relations in neocolonial exploitation, he also explored formal experimentation with 
an unrivaled creative intensity. He positioned himself as a spokesperson for the dispos-
sessed and, at the same time, was an unwavering critic of the Marxist "revolution" in 
Africa. He was a rather eclectic revolutionary who admired Mao Tse Tung, Nelson 
Mandela, Che Guevara, and Patrice Lumumba, but Claude Levi-Strauss and Michel 
Foucault were of little use to him. While he was among the most savvy critics of the inter-
national dynamics linking Africa to the West through the march of multinational capital, he 
remained ethically rooted in his folk epistemology, drawing inspiration from the messianic 
tradition and from such prophet-leaders as Simon Kimbangu and Andre Matswa. The kind 
of grassroots intellectual that Sony Labou Tansi was, a writer who forged his own cosmo-
politan idiom, requires an informed negotiation between his local milieu and the interna-
tional systems in which he participated. 
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